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This paper finds all the odd primes p which can divide the order of the group of an extremal 
doubly-even (72,36,16) code (if one exists) and an extremal quaternary (24,12,1(I) code (if 
one exists). Information is given about the cycle structure of the element of order p which could 
aid in the construction of these codes. A number of new techniques are given for determining if 
an element of odd prime order can be in the group of a code. 
A question which has long tantilized mathematics is whether or not a projective 
plane of order 10 can exist. In the area of error-correcting codes the existence of 
two self-dual codes has also irrtrigued mathematicians [S, 133. For one of these, 72 
is the smallest length divisible by 24 where it is not known whether an extremal 
doubly-even code exists, and for the other, 24 is the smallest length where it is not 
known whether an extremal quatemary code exists. In investigating the existence 
of a projective plane of order 10, much work has gone into determining the 
possible primes which can divide the order of the group of such a plane [l] 
narrowing these down to two possibilities. In this paper we investigate the 
e the orders of the groups of the two codes. 
s Jf Sections 4 and 5. e situations whit 
a 
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be the number of is non-zero coordinates. The weight dis~ibutiou of C consi ;ts of 
the numbers a,,., . . , !a.,, Iwhere a, is the number of vectors in C of weight . 
The inner pro&rL’t q.jf vectors ~6, u in F” is defined by 
(U, u) --= u,u* + * - - -+ u,,u,, if F = GF(2) or GF(3), 
- =U~?J,+-*.+u& if F = GF(4), 
where conjugation (‘-) in GF(4) = (0, 1, w, w’) is given by X =x2; in partcular 
6 = M..!_ 
As usual, 
C’~=(uEF”:(u,tl)=Ofor all 
is an (n, n-k) code. If CCC’, then 
u in C} 
C is self-orthogonal, and if C = P, C is 
self-clual. The length of a self-dual code must be even and the weight of every 
vector must be even. If F = GF(2) and the weight of every vector is divisible by 4, 
then a self-c.ual code is called doubly-even and n must be divisible by 8. 
A self-dual code which has the largest possible minimum weight for its length is 
called an extremnl code. An extremal doubly-even code has minimum weight 
4[$:]+4 while an extremal quaternary code has minimum weight 2[&]+2. 
These facts ftlllow from the Gleason polynomials [5], also see [7, p. 6291. The 
weight distribution of an extremal code is uniquely determined. For n either .!4 or 
48 extremal double-even codes are known. They can both %e taken ta be 
extended quadratic residue codes and the (2-4, 12,s) code ;which is also the 
extended Goi.r.y co’de) is known to be unique (up to permutation of coordinates). 
However even though the weight distribution of a (72,36, l!.,) code is known and 
consists of non-negative intlzgers, it is not known whether $uch a code exiss. A 
similar situation holds for a quaternary (24, 12, 10) code. If these codes exist, then 
there would be 5-designs in them. Specifically, by the Assmus-Mattson theorem 
?2], the vectors of any fixed weigm in the doubly-even code would hold a 5-dl:,sign 
while the vectors of weights 10, 12, and 14 in the quateramry code would each 
hold a 5-design. 
If C is a binary code, then the set of all the permutations of the columns of C 
which send the code onto itself fotr.1 a group called the group of C and denoted 
by G(C). If 9; is either GF(3) or GF(4), the elements in the group of C are t-rose 
monomial transformations, permutations of the columns followed by multiplying 
some or no column*j by elements in F, which send C onto itself. Two coder are 
called equiualew if one is sent onto the other by either a pc*rmutation e.)r a 
monomial. 
Let C be an (n, k) ode and q an element in G(C). The dnvariant subcode c4 C, 
tlenoted by D is deli ed to ‘be 
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1. If the order of a,s say, is ,relatioely prime to the characteristic of F, then 
D = B where 6 is defined to be 
fj ;E{~:~=~+~~+~~2+~~~+xus-’ For some xc.}. 
Proof. Clearly RcD. Let A={x~C:x+~cr+*..+x(r~-‘=O} and let E= 
( y E C: y = u - uo). Let a, 6, d, e be the dimensions of A, B, D, E, respectively. 
Then (L + b = d + e = k and, since b s d, e s a. Wow in order to prove the theorem. 
it is enough to show that A nD = (0}, since then a i d would be s k. By the 
above, Q + d must equr:l k so that b = d. Let 11 E A f7D. Then v = TJ(T which 
implies u+v~4* a *fvuS-‘= sv and this cannot be 0 since s is assumed relatively 
prime to the charactey*istic of E So u must be 0 and A il D = (0) which proves the 
theorem. 
Let VO={ve V:wr=v}. 
The fotlowing is a subcase of Theorem 3.2 in [l]. 
Theorem 2. Let C be a self-dual subspace of W Let u irz G(C! have order s, a 
number relatively @me to the characteristic of F. Tlien dim V, = 2dim D. 
If F= GF(3), then a can be expressed as a product of disjoint cycles. If 
F= GF(3) or GF(4), we call u orderly if the order 3f u equals the order of its 
induced permutation. From now on we only coweider orderly monomials. By an 
abuse of notation, we can express such a monomial as a product of disjoint cycles. 
There are actually two (for GF(3)) or three (for GF(4)) such expressions since we 
can multiplj- all elements in any such expression by an element in F. If u sends the 
ith column of C into a! times the jth column., then we write in cycle form 
(k ai, ok, . . ) where @k is the image of cx times column j. We adopt the 
convention that each cycle have a 1 on its smallest coordinate. By means of this, 
every orderly monomial has exactly one expressk I as 3 product of disjoint cycles. 
So for example, for GF(3), if the monomial acts on the first three coordinates by 
cyclically permuting them and then multiplying the second and third coordinates 
by -1, the cyclic form of u is (1,-l, 1). 
If v is a vector in D and F = GF(2), then the coordinates of v on :i cycle of c 
are either all zeros or a.11 ones. If F is GF(3) or GF(4), then a vector in D has 
either all zeros on a cycle of cr or is a multiple of the cyclic expression of CT on this 
cycle. So in our example above. a u in D woIlld have either 0 9 0 or 1 -1 1 or 
-I 1 -1 on the first three coordinates. 
Suppose that u has r cycles. We define the contract& code 0, lo be the 
projection of LS onto r coordinates where each coordinate is chosen Ire 
of cr. Different choices yield equivalent contracted codes. For various definitions 
of a contracted code, see [I], [3], and [IO]. 
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mu-em 3, If CJ is self-ortFc~gonal, and CT piiffle to 
the characteristic of F, rhea i.j is also self-orthogonal undt)r rite foollowinb cond!itions. 
(1) F is GF(2), 
(2) F is GF(3j an& each cycle of cr has length eqckxlent ~3 1 (mod 3) or each 
cycle has length equivalent to 2 (mod 3). 
(3) F is GF(4) and u is a permutation. 
Proof. The first case is fairly obvious since each cycle of a has odd length anr: two 
vectors in I) have all ones or zeros on each cycle of cr so that there muzt 1~ an 
even number of cycles w!hert: both vectors are non-zero. This is also the pittration 
for the third case smce u is a permutation. In case (2), if v and w are in D and are 
orthogonal to each other, then their inner product on any cycle (mod 3) equals, (a) 
the product of two individual coordinates if the cycle length is 1 (mod 3) or (b) is 
twice this product if the cycle length is 2 (mod 3). In either situation the 
conclusion follows. 
Note that it is also possible for B to be self-orthogonal even when the 
conditions of Theorem 3 are not satisfied (see [lo] for such cases). 
If F= GF(2), C is doutbly-even and all cycles of cr have length = 1 
(mod 4), then rhe weight of each vector in B is divisible by 4. 
If C is self-dual and cr satisfies th.e conditions of Theorctn 3, D is 
self-dual. 
f. This follows immediately from Theorems 2 and 3. 
The following theorem ;hows that fi can be self-dual for some situations not 
included in Theorem 3. 
9. Let C be an (n, in) code such that d is self-orthogonal. If a has r 
cycle;: of equal length or (r - 2) cycles of equal length and two fixed points, t/ten b is 
self-dual. 
Ccrisider the cast v+here u has r cycles of equal length. Let S ba: a set of 
;U inctependent I:oordinates in C. Since fi is self-orthogonal, it can have dimen- 
sion <it mr)st $r 1Ience the points in S can be in at most $r cycles. Since there are 
$n ot’ tfaem, thei mus; occupy all of 4r cycle:;. The proof for the other case k 
simil x. 
urn d. en n = 48, qhe quadratic residue code has the 
e next case is n = 7? and it is not known whether a 
( 12,36,16) double-even code C exists, even though its weight distribution is 
known and given below. In an attempt to either sht=rw that C cannot exist or to 
~ons~u~t C, we consider those odd primes which can divide the order of G(C), g. 
iven among with their cycle st~~ture in ‘~eor~rn 6, This i~formatlion 
aid in the ~o~st~~tio~ of s ch a C. I[f C does exist, then by the 
Assmus-Mattson theorem the vectors of SPY fixed weight hold a S-design. 
owing weight distribution< 
A+= Ay2 = 1, 
Aw= .&c= 32* 17.23*71=249,849, 
2j l 3’ l 7 * 11 l 23 * 7f= 18,106, 
A24=A4R=3+~:* 13 8 17 9 71 l 281= 462,952,955, 
A*s= A@= 2h’32+Zv 11. 17923~71=4,399,342,400, 
AB2 = ASo = 3* - 7 l 11 l 17 l 23 l 71 l 863 = 16,tb02,715,899, 
A36 = 25+13~23~71~7~583=25,756,721,120, 
f. An element of prime order p in G(C) must have x cycles of length p and y 
points. Further, px + y = 72 and x + 14 = n, the length of a contracted code fi. 
By Theorem 4, fi is a self-dual (n, $t) de and if p = 1 (mod 4), fi is doubly- 
even. We give all these possibilities in T e 1. The third column gives ~o~ditions 
uhich exclude the particular prime. Even though there are several ways to 
exclude most of these possibilities, only one is listed. These are given as condi- 
tions 1,2,3, and 4 below. Some primes are excluded by special arguments and 
these are also recorded in the third column. These conditions and the special 
arguments are now discussed. 
(I) If I5 is to exist , $2 must also satisfy T’*= 236 (mod p)_ ‘This results from 
mounting the number of equivalence classes of vectors in C under the permutation 
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Table I. Possible primes dividing g 
1 2 3 4 
-- 
Odd Possible contracted codes b of length Conditions w,hich exclude the existence of Remarks 
primes n satisfying 9~ f y =72 and x+y=n fi and hence show that p 
<72 where x is the number of cycles of o cannot divide g 
and 9 the number of fixed points 
-_. .- 
P 
71 
67 (6,3):(1,5) 
61 (12,6):(1,ll) 
59 (14,7):(1,13) 
53 120, IO):(l, 19) 
47 (26,13): (1,25) 
43 (30, 15):(1,29) 
41 (32,16):(1,31) 
37 (36,18):(1.35) 
31 (42,21):(1,41) 
29 
23 
19 
17 
13 
11 
tn, h, : (xv Y) 
(2,1):(1,1) 
(12,6) : (2,10) 
(44,22):(1,43) 
(16,8):(2,14) 
(50,25):(1,49) 
(28.14) : (2,26) 
(5; 3) : (3.3) 
(54.27) : (1,53) 
(36,18):(2,34) 
(18,9):(3,15) 
(56,28) : 1, SS) 
(40.20) : (2,x4) 
(24.12): (3,21) 
i8,4) : (4.4) 
(60.3C): (1.59) 
(48.24) : (2.46) 
(36, 18) : (3.33) 
(24.12) : (4,20) 
(12.6): (5,7) 
(62,31):(1,61) 
(52.26) : (2, SO) 
(42,21) : (3, 39) 
(32.1.6): (4, 28) 
(22, 11): (5,17) 
yi2..6):(6.6) 
(66,33):(1,65) 
(60.30) : (2, ‘;Cj 
(54,27) : (3. 1) 
(48324) : (4,. 1) 
(42,20) : (5, 7) 
The subcode of all vectors 0 on the 
ffxed point is a cyclic (71,35) 
code and is known to have d = 12 183 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1=2k,,+k,,k,=(j,ka=1. Hence %=lS. 
There is no (31, 15.16) code. 
1 
As above, get kb = 20; no 
(41,20,16) code. 
2 
1 
2 
4 
2 
A possibility 
1 
k, = 0 since C has no vectors of weight 19 
or 38. Hence b = 2 and k,, = 16. Then B is 
the doubly-even portion of a (34.17) s.d. 
code and so has vectors of weight 12. 
1 
4 
Same contradiction as for p = 19, D (36, 181 
2 
A possibility 
1 
3 
. 
Since x=4.k,=0 or 1. If k,=:l,k,,=13 so 
B is again the d~bly-even portion of 
a self-dual (28. 14) code and so has 
vectors of weight 12. 
If k,=0,kd=4 and kt,=12. 
But A (28.16)~ 151. 
I 
A Fossibihty 
4 
3 
3 
3 
Since x = 5, k, can be either 0 or 1. 
Hence kb 3 15. As A (37,16)~ 3337, this 
is impossible. --- - 
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Table 1 (contd.) 
1 2 3 4 
3 
(36.18): (6.30) 
(30, IS) : 17.23) 
(24,12): (8.16) 
(12,6):(10 2) 
68.60.52, . . . 
(64.32) : (2, b2) 
(56.28): (4.52) 
(48724) : (6.62) 
(40,20): (8, :12) 
(32.16): (10,221 
(24,12):(12,12) 
(16.8):(14,2) 
fl=2fmod4) 
68,64....,52 
(48,24) : ( t 2,36) 
(44.22): (14,30) 
(40.20) : (16.24) 
(36.18): (l&18) 
(32,16):(20,12) 
(28,14) : (22.6) 
(24.12) :2(24,(I) 
6 I= 2k, f $, k, + kb + kd = 18, For a positive 
solution to exist, b Z? 12. Not possible 
as A (30,16) s_ 246. 
Since 7=2&,-t% and k,+b+k,, = 15, kba8. 
But there is no (23.8.16) code. 
Since S=2k,+is, a,ld 12=k,+k,t $,k,a4. 
There is no (16,4,16) Cole. 
kh=Osok,=Oandkd=;C=9.ThcnB=U,E). 
Since d for C is 16, all rows of E 
must have weight 9. Impossible since is 
is self-dual. 
10=2k,+kd,6=:k,+kh-tkd: kh=O. k,=4, kd=2, Apssibifity 
1 
3 
3 
3 
20=X,+b+&.8=2k9-+k,! so that k,,al2. 
But A (32,16)& 2806. 
10 = 2k,, + kd, 16 = km -+- k + kd. For a positive 
solution b 2% But A (22,16)~ IS. 
kt,=Oimpliesk,==k,=l2.fj,=(I(E)andall 
rows of E must have weight 11, 
Then sums of rows of D have weight 12. 
Since y=2,kb=0. Now 14=2ka+k,,,8=ka-+kd A possibility 
so that k, = 6, kd = 2. 
1 
3 
24-k,+k,i-k,,12=Zk,+k, so that kh*12. 
Since A (36.16) G 3,337 this is impossible. 
22= k, +k,, ek,, 14=?k, +kd so that kbs8. 
Not possible since A (30.16) G 246. 
16=2k,+k,,20=k,+~+kd so that kba4. 
Not possible as A (2d, 16.16)s 3 
and A (24,16,2O)G ;. 
A posGbility 
A possibility 
A possibility 
A ~ss~~~ity 
u in C with exactly one I on one of these cycles and anything on the other. Then 
waft + va) s 2 + 13 = 15 since all the fixed points cancel each other. 
(4) We get a sim4aa co~~adi~tio~ if there is one cycle and p ~29. Then 15 
posifiom in the cycle can ‘be filfc~ in with 10 l l l 0 (if p < U, just lfill the cycle 
with all zeros and one 1). Calf ;his vector u. Then ZI is in C and +N(U + ucr) g 
2-t@-15)=p--13~16. 
Many of the special arguments are based on the folloviring fact:. We may 
suppose that in the contracted code D, the first x coordinates arise from Ithe cycles 
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in (T and the last y lcoordinatcs represent the 
the following form. 
ts. en r) has a basis of 
X Y 
A 0 ! LL 0 B D E- 
The rows of A generate the largest subspace of 0 whose coordinates arise 
completely from cycles. The rows of B generate a su’hspace whose coordinates are 
entirely fixed points and so ran be regarded as being in C. Hence the minimum 
weight of B is at least 16. If we let k, = dim A., k,, = dim 23, kd = dim D and 
k, = dim E, then kd = k,,x=2k,-tk,,y=2k,-tk,, k,+k,,+k,=dim6 and A 
and 4 + D are dual spaces as are B and B + E [ 111. 
As usual, we let A(n, d) denote the largest nu’rmber of vectors in a code of 
length n and mireimal distance &I between any two vectors. We exclude several 
possibilities by computing an upper bound, the Hamming bound iL‘7, p. 5311 for 
A(n, d). 
For the rest of the proof we discuss the possible primes which can divide g. The 
first is p = 23. Here fi is a (6,3) code with 3 cycles and 3 fixed points. 
We suppose the first 3 coordinates are cycles and the last 3 fixed points. There is 
exactly one (63) ?elf-dual code. If we compute the weights in fi we get the 
foilowing situatiion. The first column gives an ordered pair whose first coordinate 
denotes the weight of a vector in d on its cycle coordinates t!nd whose second 
coordinate denotes the vector’s weight on its fixed point coortiinates. 
1 
191 
2,2 
:s,3 
weight in D weight in C 
--- 
2 24 
4 48 
6 72 
number 
-- 
f; 
l , ;, 
.i 
This agrees with the facts that AZ4 = AqS = 3 (mod 23) and all other weights are 
ode with x = y 
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1.3 
2.2 
3,l 
44 
weight in C number 
_--- 
x 4 
36 6 
52 4 
72 !I 
This agrees with the facts that AZ0 = A5p4 (mod 17) and _436= 6 (mod 17). 
p =- 1%. fi is noM’ a (12,6) code with x = y = 6 and is the unique (l2,6) self-dual 
code with ti = 4. Hence it is B12 as described in [9]. 
12345 6123456 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 I 1 1 1 
D 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 111 11 
1 1111 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
- 
weight in fi weight in C number 
1,s 6 16 6 
2.2 4 2 15 
3-3 6 36 20 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 3 8 9 10 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 I 1 1 _--- 
1 3 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
_-_ 
We first look at the weights in A. 
weight in A weight in C number 
4 25 10 
8 S6 5 
Now we consider the vectors in 0 which are not in A. 
weight in D weight in C mmber 
4 16 5 
6 36 32 
8 44 10 
12 72 1 
These numbers are in agreement with AI6 = AS6= 5 (mod 7), AZ8 = A44= 
3 (mod 7’1, and A36 = 4 (mod 7). 
p=5. fi is a (16,8) code with x=14 and y=3. /q,=O,k,=6 and kd=2. 
Hence the rows spanned by A form the doubly-even portion of a self-dual (14,7) 
code. Since this code could not contain any vectors of weight 12 or they would be 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
I3 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
I---- 
l i: 
1 i i 
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in A, implying the existence of weight 60’s in C, the (14,7) code is D,, [9]. All 
(16,s) self-dual codes are given in [lo] and A&B As is the only one contbming 
D,, so that D is AgeBAg. 
Again look at the weights in A. 
weight in A 
- 
4 
8 
weight in C number 
20 14 
40 49 
Consider the vectors in r) which are not in A. 
weight in D weight in C 
--_ 
number 
4 16 14 
8 32 49 
8 36 100 
12 52 14 
12 56 14 
Again there is no disagreement with A .6 = AS6 = 4 (mod 5), AZ0 = AS2 = 4 (mod 5) 
and AS2 = Aa = 4 (mod 5). 
p = 3. Here th ere are 4 possibilities. 
(1) @36, 18):(18, 18). 2k,+k,= 18, k,+k,+k,-18. So k,=k, and kb==O 
or 1. 
(2) D(32, 16): (20, 12). kb = 0 so that k, == 4 and kd = 12. 
(3) D(28,14) : (22,6). kb E= 0, k, = 8, kd = 6. This must be a (28, 14,6) self-dual 
code and is described in [12]. 
(4) D(24, 12): (24.0). This is the Golay (24, 12,8) code. 
5. e (24,12,lM) quatemuy case 
In [6] a table is given of the coefficients of the extremai weight enumerators 
where 2 6 tz S 30. There are three question marks in this table for tt = 20.. 22 and 
24 to indicate that it &as not known whether extremal codes of these lengths 
exist. The first two question marks were removed by the construction of codes in 
[4] leaving; open the question of the existence of a quaternary (24, 12, 10) code C. 
If such a code exists, the vectors of weights 10, 12, and 14 would hold 5-designs 
by the Assmus-Mattson theorem. We first give t e weight distribution of C and 
ther- describe the possi le l~e~rn~tatio~s of od order which can divide h, t 
ord :r of MC). This in rmation might be an in the construction of C. 
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C has the following weight distri~~ut~on. 
At, = 1, 
&cl = 2’ 9 32 . 11 ~23 = 18,216, 
42 = 2= l 3’ 9 7 9 23 = 156,492, 
A14= 23 l 34 v 7 9 11 l 23 = 1,147,608, 
AN= 33 ” 11 l 23 9 54’7 = 3!736,~57, 
AM= 23 m 3’ . 73 l 11 l 23 = 6,248,088, 
Azo = 22 . 33 l 7 l 11 0 23* =’ 4,399,164, 
A22 = 23 l 33 l 11 9 19 l 23:= 1,038,312, 
A24 = 2 9 33 l 607 I= 32,778. 
Let 4~ be a permutati:on in G(C) of odd ptirnd order p. Then p must be 
*Fither 11, 7. or 3. The p(?ssib~e cycle s~uctu~es and more about the c~~t~~cte4~ code 
we giulen in the proof. 
. As in Theorem 6, a p~~rmutatiou f prime order p in G(C) must have x 
cycles of length p and y fixed Ipoints. Also, prc + y = 24 2nd x + y = n, the length of 
the contracted code D. By Theorem 4, 6 is a self-&~ ‘n, &I) code. We gk all 
these possibilities in Table 2. The third cokln gives conditions which exclude the 
particular prime. These are given f”,s conditions 1,2, ard 3 below and special 
arguments. Both the con&Ls and the arguments are analogous to those in 
Theorem 6. 
(1) In order for D to exist, in must satisfy 4”‘* = 412 (mod p). 
(2) Since C ‘has minimum weight 10, $I > min(9, y ). 
f3) D carmot exist when x = a + b where a is the largest integer so that up 6 9 
and b has the property that bp < 8. 
If :;ve choose A, ?3 and D-E as in Theorem 6 then the facts about their 
dimensions stated there are valid in tbis situation also. We discuss now th; 
possible primeIs which can divide h. 
(1) P ‘= I Z. Here k, = kb = 0 and kd = 2. Again we let the first two coordinates 
represent cycles and the last two fk points. D has 6 vectqors of weight 2 and 9 of 
weight 4 whick, agrees with the fact at A,2=6 (mod 11) and AZ,=9 (mod 11). 
PS (6.3 with x = y = 3. kCi = I+, = and kd = 3. We agai ct 
1% k”. 
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Table 2. Pc,ssible primes dividing h 
-.- _- 
\ t 3 4 
I_- 
Odd (n,Jn)lx,yv) where px-ty-24, Conditions which exclude the existence of L) Remarks 
primes x + y f n. .c: number nf cycles of cf. and hence show that p cannot divide h. 
--L ‘4 y number f,f fixed points of 
0; ri - (n, $tt f. 
:; 
19 
17 
13 
11 
7 
5 
6.3):(1. S) 
t8.4):(1,? 
(1:,6):t;, 111 
11t,7):(1.I3t 
(*I. 2):(2.2, 
(1~.9~:(1.1~~ 
t 12.6):12, 14) 
(6 3): 13.3) 
120. 01: t 1, 191 
(16,8):(2,14) 
(12,51:(3.9) 
(8, ~2) : (4.4) 
(22. 1 I ):{I, 2%) 
(26.10 :I2,18) 
(18,9):(X 15, 
(l&81.(4.12) 
(14,7) (5,91 
(12.61. (6,ci, 
(10.5):‘7,3) 
(8.4) : W. 0) 
All vectors 0 “7 the fixed point form 
a (23.11) ct cfic code which must be 
the Golay code. 
2 
2 
2 
L 
A po%sibiJity 
3 
2 
A posihiiity 
3 
2 
22, + kd =3,k,,=O,k,+k*=(1. Hencse k,=-3. 
an impossibility. 
2k, + kd = 4, k, + kd = 4. Hence IL,., =- 0. Code is 
a known /6] (8,4,4). But some ueighr 4 
vectors in rS give rise to a vector of 
weight (12 in C. 
3 
3 
3 
2 
k, = kb = 0, kd = 6. Must have weight sixes 
which gives rise to weight < 12 in C. 
2k, + k‘, =7, k, =O,k,+k,=5 so that k,=2, 
kd = 3. .4 must have a column of zeros so 
that D has a vector with a 1 in that 
~s~tion giving rise to a low 
weight vector in C. 
A possibility 
This agrees sith the facts that A tO =I 2 (mold 7), Al6 = 6 (mod 7), AZ2 = 2 (mod 7). 
and AZ4 = 4 (mod 7). 
(3) p = 3. 0 is an (8,4) cadc with x = 4, y = 0 ar!d so is generated by the rows 
of A. Hence D is Es given ia, [6:3. AIf the weight numbers in ES are divisible by 3 
as are all the weight numbf.rs in C so these facts are consistent. 
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